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INTRODUCTION 
During 107 1 and 1972. 35 acoustic grenade and 8 pitot probe soundings of the stratosphere and 
mesosphere were conductcd by the Goddard Space Flight Center and the University of Michigan under 
contract to GSFC'. Launch sites included Barrow, Alaska ( 7  I "  N 1; Churchill. Canada (59" N 1: Wallops 
Island. Va. (38" N):  and Kourou, French Guiana (5" N). These soundings were carried out as part of 
the Research Meteorological Sounding Rocket Program, and were intended to investigate specific 
phenomena that occur in the stratosphere, mesosphere. and lower thermosphere. To extend the cover- 
age over the widest geographic area a!rd to prrmit more realistic analyses. the GSFC soundings are coor- 
dinated with sounding., in  other parts of the world whenever possible. The data obtained from these 
sounding are published here to serve as a basis for further ir,vestigation and intcrprctation of the be- 
havior of the upper atmosphere. No analysis is attempted. 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
The acoustic grenadc and pitot probe techniques wew employed to obtain thc data reported 
here. These techniques arc dcscribed only briefly because the dctails of the theory. instrument a t '  ion. 
and data rcduction have been published clscwhere (References 1 to 3). 
I n  the grenade technique, explositc charges (grenades) ranging i n  mass i'roin 0. I to 1 . X  kg are 
carried aloft in the nosc'cone of a Nike Cajun sounding rocket. The grenades are ejected and detonated 
at 2- to 4-km interval:,. One version o f t h c  payload carries 10 grenades, permitting a n  average vertical 
resolution i n  the data of about 3 kin. An improved version carries 3 I grcnadc's. permitting the arc ' ra~c '  
*Formerly Globe Univcrsal Scicnces. Inc. 
vertical data resolution to be reduced to about 2 km. The position of the rocket. and therefore of 
cach explosion. is determined by a Doppler tracking system, a high-precision radar such as the FPQ-6. 
or both. The time at which each explosion occurs is detected by senson in the payload and telem- 
etered to the ground. A ground-based array of hot-wire microphone\ capable o f  responding to fre- 
quencies in  the 4-Hr range is used to detect and recwrd the arrivals of the sound waves generated by 
the exploding grenades. The measured experimental parameters are the times and positions of the 
grenade explosions and the arrival times of the sound waves at the ground-based microphones. 
The elevation and azimuth angles of the normal to each arriving spherical sound wavefront are 
computed by applying a least-squares tit to the arrival times at the various microphones. Each wave- 
front is then analytically re t ixed  along its path of propagation through the atmosphere by nieans of 
Snell’s law. Wind and tcmperature data from balloonsondes and rocketsondes obtained near the time 
of the grenade sounding are introduced40 account for their influence in retracing tht  path of the 
sound wave from the ground to the level of the first explosion; above this altitude the results of the 
grenade sounding itself are used for each succeeding explosion. The origin of the sound wave as deter- 
mined by ray tracing is compared with the known position of the explosion. and the horizontal 
difference by which the sound wave has been displaced from one explosion to the next is a measure 
of the average wind velocity in  the layer bounded by the two explosions. The average speed of sound. 
and hence the average temperature of the atmosphere between adjacent explosions, may also be 
determined. The temperature and wind profiles consist of discrete points. each representing the 
average temperature and average wind, respectively, of the vertically stacked horizontal layers be- 
tween consecutive explosions. The pressure profile is derived from the temperature profile. using the 
pressure measured by an accompanying balloonsonde as a reference value. Pressure is then calculated 
as a function of altitude from the barometric equation (a form of the hydrostatic equation) by inte- 
Fating the pressure upward over the temperature profile. The density is then calculated as a function 
of altitude from the temperature and pressure using the equation of state (Reference 4). 
In the pitot probe technique, a radioactive ionization gage and a hot-filament gage mounted i n  the 
forward tip of the payload measure impact pressure, which is related to ambient density, as the rocket 
ascends. The gage outputs are telemetered t o  ground-based receiving and recording equipment. The 
trajectory of the rocket is provided by Doppler tracking, radar tracking, or both. to determine the 
altitude and velocity of the rocket. The measured experimental parameters are ram pressure and the 
velocity, position, and orientation of the payload. Ram pressure is related t o  density by the Rayleigh 
equation and the equation of state in the continuum region. and by a modified thermal transpiration 
equation in  the free-molecular-flow region. The ternnerature profile is computed by integrating the 
density profile with altitude using a form of the hydrostatic equation. 
OBJECTIVES 
The launch sites of Barrow, Churchill, Wallops, and Kourou represent arctic. subarctic, temperate, 
and tropical locations. respectively. The data include six soundings conducted from three sites to study 
the winter mesosphere in January; five soundings from Wallops to serve as a control experiment for the 
solar eclipse data of 1970 in March; nine soundings from three sites to study the establishment of the 
summertime circulation i n  June and July; a pair of soundings from Wallops to  measure the 12 hour 
changes in the mesosphere in August; thirteen soundings during a 54 hour period from Kourou to ex- 
amine the diurnal and semidiurnal tides; five closely spaced soundings from Barrow to study the propa- 
gation of internal gravity waves from Barrow in December; and two soundings to  provide supporting 
measurements for ozone soundings conducted from Barrow in May, 1972. 
3 
RESULTS 
The results of the soundings arc given i n  Figures 1 to 43. I n  the grenade results. the directly 
measured parameters (teniperatiire and wind 1 are tabulated on the left-hand page of each table. Values 
of interpolated temperature. computed pressure. pressure deviation from the 19(>2 U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere (Reference 5 1, computed density. and density deviation from standard are tabulated on 
the right-hand page of each table as tunctions of geometric altitude. 'The wind components. inter- 
polated a t  2-km intervals. are tabulated on the left-hand page. The pitot probe results give computed 
temperature, computed pressure. pressure deviation from the standard atmosphere. measured density, 
and density deviation from the standard atmospherc. Balloonsonde and rocketsonde observations 
that accompanied the sounding are also plotted to provide an essentially continuous profile of tem- 
perature (and wind) from the surface to the mesopause. 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
The errors contributing to the inaccuracy of the grenade technique can be classified according to 
their source (Reference 6 )  as errors inherent in  the experimental measurements and errors resulting 
from approximations in the analytical solution. The latter errors result from formation of the I C W -  
squares operational cquations. the deviation of the model atmosphere from the true atmosphere. and 
the finite amplitude propagation correction. For example, the atmosphere is assumed to  have negligi- 
ble vertical motion and to be horizontally homogeneous in the volume of air encompassing the entire 
experiment. These analytical approximations are believed to be second-order effects of negligible 
quantities or  systematic errors that are effectively removed in almost all cases. 
Experimental measurement uncertainties consist of ( I ) surveying errors in determining the location 
of each microphone in the array, (2 )  determination of the grenade burst time and position. and ( 3 )  deter- 
mination of the individual time of arrival for the sound wavr; as i t  crosses each microphone in the array. 
The uncertainty in the measurement of arrival times constitutes the major source of error in the grenade- 
determined temperatures and winds. (An exception to this case is discussed in Reference 7 . )  
I f  the arrival time for the sound wave from a grenade explosion is measured on more than three 
microphones in the array, an over determined sound-ranging solution exists. A least-squares analysis 
of this solution yields the standard error of the direction cosines and the traveltime for the wave from 
each grenade. These standard errors of surface values can be propagated through the ray-tracing analy- 
sis to yield standard errors in the values of temperature and wind for each layer bounded by grenade 
pairs (Reference 6). 
The tabulations of grenade data do not include error estimates for the pressure and density. 
These quantities are in  error because of both the uncertainty in the reference pressure provided by the 
support balloonsande and also because of the uncertainty in the grenade-determined temperature pro- 
file. The barometric equation cr?n be used to compute the effect of these uncertainties on tlie pres- 
sure and density, an exercise left for the reader. 
In tlie pitot probe data, the experimental errors in the density measurement are estimated not to 
exceed 21 percent below 84-km altitude, 24 percent between 84- and IOO-km altitude. arid *IO percent 
above I OO-km altitude. Also. all temperatures given are the molecular scale temperatures and assume a 
mean moleculai weight of 28.9644. 
3 
A final r e m a r k  concerning t h e  apparent  d i screpancy  in  t h e  data  r e p o r t e d  i n  F i g u r e s  
37 and 38. T h e s e  soundings m-ere conducted f rom B a r r o w  on December  6, two minutes  
apart, ye t  the  t e m p e r a t u r e  prof i les  differ  considerably.  One sounding w a s  obtained with t h e  
pitot probe technique and t h e  o t h e r  with the  grenade  technique. Recal l  that  the  g renade  
technique m e a s u r e s  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  while the pitot technique m e a s u r e s  density.  T h e s e  var i -  
ables can  be re la ted  to e a c h  o t h e r  hydrostat ical ly  only when t h e  a t m o s p h e r e  undergoes 
ver t ica l  acce le ra t ions  that  are small c o m p a r e d  to gra \ i ty .  If in te rna l  waves are propa- 
gating in  t h e  a tmosphe re ,  a s  is apparent  f r o m  the osci l la t ions in  the di rec t ly  m e a s u r e d  
parameters, then the  compar i son  of  t e m p e r a t u r e  (or density) prof i les  obtained f rom the  
two different techniques is invalid because  hydrostat ic  equi l ibr ium does not hold. 
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WALLOPS, 10 MARCH 1971, 1738 GMT. 
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FIGURE 8 
WALLOPS, 10 MARCH 1971, 1759 GMT. 
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